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˗ౡ!
͓֎!

Introduction

1

1:1 This is the prophetic message that the LORD
gave to Micah of Moresheth. He delivered this message during the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah. The prophecies pertain to
Samaria and Jerusalem.

༉ൗ́ͲࡖĂֱݢĂԒҗचгқॠ
࣎ĂᇜҿՑ˟ᑒ૿යᐴϮĂኡᇨ
ႲҿֱྭᇨҼă

ᆵҾᓛ!
2

༰ϓࣸĂүࣆోࢊĄвˮ٘ѢĂ
˴ోࢊઍ҄҂Ąයଁཏ໑ࢊ
ᙊүࣆߎ̘ă

3

࠺ࣸĂයΌ˝٘ئĂࢪᓛՍҕв
ఌĄ

4

ா̊гͼˬτএ̻Ăኛ֏τ૩Ăсᜏ
̻г̙ͪĂсͩ՝ˬ̊ă

5

హోЮอЦཊ࿄ĂͼґДचཊೊĄอ
Цཊ࿄гࣸ྅Ą੍̘ߎгᇨႲҿֱ
ᆂĄൗ́ܗጩгࣸ྅ă੍̘ߎгྭ
ᇨҼᆂĄ

6

٘ͼԦτָᇨႲҿֱណࠍϢ్โીĂ˪
Үࠍཫ̜ఌĄ˴τϭᐜࣅг֏
̙ĂᜧΌॱૃּă

7

˗̶ᐍבઉဉτఛφ༣ă٘૿
ێτఛͪ፴Ă٘ѢઉဉԦτ໐ໜĄЮࠍ
ߎଁӾ̂ะᆉ٘ჷּĂޡτᕨࠍӾ̂
ะᆉă

8

ЏۡᄱĂЮѨԦτ́ᓎིݕĂ֓མᜧល҂
ҕĄ˪ࢊིױс్ےĂݕᅿсዶ౦ă

The Judge is Coming
1:2 Listen, all you nations!
Pay attention, O earth and all that is in it!
The sovereign LORD will testify against you,
the LORD who is coming from his majestic palace.
1:3 For, look, the LORD is leaving his dwelling place
and he will descend and march on the earth’s mountaintops.
1:4 The mountains will disintegrate beneath him,
and the valleys will be split in two.
The mountains will melt like wax in a fire,
the rocks will slide down like water flows down a
steep slope.
1:5 All this is because of Jacob’s rebellion
and the sins of the nation of Israel.
How has Jacob rebelled, you ask?
Samaria epitomizes their rebellion!
Where are Judah’s pagan worship centers, you ask?
They are right in Jerusalem!
1:6 “I will make Samaria a heap of ruins in an open

field—
vineyards will be planted there!
I will roll her stones down into the valley,
and uncover her foundations.
1:7 All her idols will be crushed to bits,
all the precious metal used to make idols will be
burned,
and I will destroy all her images.
Since she gathered the metal as a prostitute collects
her wages,
the idols will become a prostitute’s wages again.”
1:8 For this reason I will mourn and wail;
I will walk around barefoot and without my outer
garments.
I will howl like a wild dog,
and screech like an owl.
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ЮࠍᇨႲҿֱ๊வڰᗀڻĂ̓ػൗ́
ྭᇨҼԦϓܜݰă

10

̘ࢊгಠӗహ֯Ăᓀ̘ࢊࣴڤĄԦг
ҰֱσٚዉٹѶဦ̜̙ă

11

ՑئϓࣸĂүࣆࢊ֖֓ᄊ௦࿄ΜĄᇨ
ئݐϓ̘ΌּăҰͼᓥ˟ࣴݕĂָ
үࣆఌΝ৬ă

12

ႲئޟϓĂ͔ࠣᇍަĂ̶૿пఌĂЮ
ࠍլଁය֣྅ᓛྭוᇨҼݰ
ܜă

13

ٚПئϓࣸĂࢊϠԢआ֗Ą᐀шϓ
ĥࣦ͚Ү̂̃ĦཊĂϣү҂ĄͼґД
˟ཊ࿄Ăгү֣྅ផΌă

14

ൗ́ܟĂүࢊᖂێඛᇜҿధĄֱ
ࢬଈாୈĂτϠྗͼޝґДኛͲă

15

ႲҿՑئϓࣸĂԦτָ֣ဲףүוּ
үహ྅ĄͼґДಳෲ˟ĥࣦ͚ҰၶᚸĦ
τֱוՅᜊă
16 ൗ́ܟĂࢊࠍү٘ಇຐ̂ખੴүᐜ
ዿĂָᐜЌսĂࢊ́́вЌսĂсСս
ឿĂЮࠍࣆోఛፂΜᗒพүă
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1:9 For Samaria’s disease is incurable,
and it has infected Judah,
and has struck the leadership of my people in Jerusalem.
1:10 Don’t spread the news in Gath!
Don’t shed even a single tear!
In Beth Leaphra sit in the dust!
1:11 Residents of Shaphir, pass by in nakedness and
humiliation!
The residents of Zaanan can’t leave their city.
Beth Ezel mourns,
“He takes from you what he desires.”
1:12 Indeed, the residents of Maroth wait for something good to happen,
though the LORD has sent disaster against the gate of
Jerusalem.
1:13 Residents of Lachish, hitch the horses to the
chariots!
You influenced Daughter Zion to sin,
for Israel’s rebellious deeds were discovered in you.
1:14 Therefore you will have to say farewell to Moresheth Gath.
The residents of Aczib will be a disappointment to
the kings of Israel.
1:15 Residents of Mareshah, a conqueror will attack
you,
the leaders of Israel shall flee to Adullam.
1:16 Shave your heads bald as you mourn for the
children you love;
shave your foreheads as bald as an eagle’s,
for they are taken from you into exile.

˞ౡ!
ຫଞ˾вτδ˾в!
1

ݘĂְ֣гԕˮဥᏕཊᚕృҮнೊĄ
͆˗൳ܩĂЮ͗Ѣਔ˦ĂವҕΌּ˝ă

2

ࣆఱဥϢвವҪፁĄఱဥٖףဲܭގĄ
ࣆഠᑄ˟ĂᜥҪٖގமຼă

3

٘ ͼ   ය с Ѩ ᄱ ĂԦ ᚮ တ լ  ࢪ ᄂ హ
ୈĂహгүࣆᐙิˮ̘ਔྊ௱Ăүࣆ
˴̘ਔࢴٿ҂ҕĄЮࠍహॠ๔ߎೊă

Land Robbers Will Lose their Land
2:1 Those who devise sinful plans are as good as

dead,
those who dream about doing evil as they lie in bed.
As soon as morning arrives they carry out their
plans,
because they have the power to do so.
2:2 They confiscate the fields they desire,
and seize the houses they want.
They defraud a man of his home,
and deprive a man of the land he has inherited.
2:3 Therefore the LORD says this:
“Look, I am devising disaster for this nation.
It will be like a yoke from which you can’t remove
your neck.
You will no longer walk proudly,
for it will be a time of catastrophe.
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5
6

֣͞וτѢ˟ЧүࣆᗞೋၜݕႆĂᙍ
הᄱĂԦࣆАିཡ˝ĄයԦࣆ
̵ᖻᕨҽ˟ĄҢౢָహ̵ᗒพԦࣆĄ
ԦࣆϢв̵ඛॆਖ਼˟ă

٘ͼгය຺̙үτ՞Ѣ˟٦㝚ٚ
ᘯă
 ࣆ ĥ ٔ Ү ઃ Џ ۡ Ħᄱ Ăү ࣆ ̘ Ν ᄱ Ꮱ
֎Ă̘ΝЧహְ˟ᄱᏡ֎Ă̘Ҝв௦Ԧ
ࣆă

7

อ Ц च  ܟĂ੍ Ν ᄱ Ă  ය  ̘ ͔ Ԡ 
ᆂĄĥٔҮ͔ཕফ৪ᆂĦహְ֯ߎ٘ҕ
ᆂăԦය֎ᄫĂ੍̘ߎᄂҕછϑ
۠˟Ѣেᆂă

8

҂ּܔԦϓᎷс̨ᇱĂଁְ֣ш
ག࿄̘ᙷφ̜˟֖ˮࣣΜβҖĄ

9

үࣆԦϓ̙˟્Ăଁшሃच̙ᅀΌĂ
˪Ԧၶᚸଁࣆ̃ބ̇ႼҕဲΜă

10

үࣆּΜቩĄహ̘ߎүࣆшा̜٘ĄЮ
ࠍѲᖄָ˟ĥٔҮвĦ໐ໜĂ҂Ͷ́́໐
ໜă
11 ࡵѢ˟͔фઃĂϠᓾ֎ᄱĂԦࢊЧүࣆ
Ꮱ֎૿੦፦੦Ą֣˟ವτҮహϓЏ
ۡă

! য়τೆᎷ祂̃ϓ!
12

อЦचܟĂԦτࢊჷฯүࣆĂτࢊ١ჷͼ
ґД౹ˬ˟Ăшг˗ఌĂсڮٚ
ѾĂ˪сਧಝˮѾཎĄЮࠍ˟ᇳாйă
ವτ́́ಁᆜă

13

พྭĥٔҮݰĦгࣆ݇ࢫˮΜĄ
ࣆ۠ᗏ࿄ܜݰĂଁܜݰΌΜĄࣆͲ
г݇ࢫҕĂය͓ጰࣆă
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2:4 In that day people will sing this taunt song to

you—
they will mock you with this lament:
‘We are completely destroyed;
they sell off the property of my people.
How they remove it from me!
They assign our fields to the conqueror.’
2:5 Therefore no one will assign you land in the
LORD’s community.
2:6 ‘Don’t preach with such impassioned rhetoric,’
they say excitedly.
‘These prophets should not preach of such things;
we will not be overtaken by humiliation.’
2:7 Does the family of Jacob say,
‘The LORD’s patience can’t be exhausted,
he would never do such things’?
My commands bring a reward
for those who obey them,
2:8 but you rise up as an enemy against my people.
You steal a robe from a friend
from those who pass by peacefully as if returning
from a war.
2:9 You force the women among my people to leave
their pleasant homes.
You permanently deprive their children of the land I
gave them.
2:10 Get up and leave, for this land is not secure!
Sin will thoroughly destroy it!
2:11 If a lying windbag should come and say,

‘I’ll promise you wine and beer,’
he would be just the right preacher for these people!

The Lord Will Restore His People
2:12 I will certainly gather all of you, O Jacob,
I will certainly assemble those Israelites who remain.
I will bring them together like sheep in a fold,
like a flock in the middle of a pasture;
and there will be so many of them they will make a
great deal of noise.
2:13 The one who can break through barriers will
lead them out
they will break out, pass through the gate, and leave.
Their king will advance before them,
The LORD himself will lead them.

˫ౡ!
! য়τᆵમൗ́ᅲఝ!
1

ԦᄱĂอЦࢴᅲĂͼґДचܟܛؠĂ
үࣆࢊăүࣆ̘༉ۡྼ̲οᆂă
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God Will Judge Judah’s Sinful Leaders
3:1 I said,
“Listen, you leaders of Jacob,
you rulers of the nation of Israel!
You should know what is just,

ᑒ२
2

үࣆೊඟпೊĄଁ˟֖ˮࣣϨĂଁ˟ᐜ
ˮ࣡҆Ą

3

ಘԦϓ҆ĂࣣࣆϨĄφԵࣆ
ᐜĂ̵ї̃ဉࢊˬᔥĂ˪ဉ੬̙҆ă

4

˝וውլॠ࣎Ăహְ˟τݕՏයĂ
̘ݑᑔ̮ࣆĄ֣ॠτࣆ٘ҕ
ೊ֯ĂЧࣆࢫă

5

ኡָוԦϓ֔भྭЏۡĂࣆͯግѢ٘
ᚑĂࣆವױಃᄱĂοш˝Ą˱ֺ̘ඛ
ࣆಘĂࣆವᏡ౮ԼᑜĄĥᏡ౮Լ
ᑜٔҮᄱτው࿂ˤҺĦයсѨᄱĂ

6

үࣆτው࿂แĂͼ̘ல෩Ą˪τው
࿂ޕາĂͼ̘ਔΙ˩Ą͞ᐜτЧүࣆՔ
ཡĂϧୌណࠍแາă

7

ЏτٰບĂΙ˩τᄊ௦Ăోτॏලᆛ
ࣻĂЮࠍ! য়̘ᑔ̮ࣆă

8

ҋٹԦĂԦᖢයិĂ႔Ѣ˦ฒ̲ο
̕ਔĂΝͼЧอЦᄱڀ࿄ϙĂЧͼґ
ДΌཊೊă

9

อЦचࢴᅲĂͼґДचܟܛؠĂ༉
ԦྕĄүࣆဓೊ̲οĂг˗̶֯ˮڕإ
ϑ۠Ą

10

ͼ˟Ҕޘϱ᐀шĂͼཊᚕޘృྭᇨҼă

11

ࢴᅲࠍྥྨҕᆵҾĂைΥࠍะᆉ߈ᄳĂ
ЏۡࠍᅘҕΙ˩ĄࣆࣄݑᏤයĂ
ᄱĂය̘ߎгԦࣆ̙ภᆂĄլτ̘
ᓛוԦࣆă

12

٘ͼЮүࣆበ߆Ă᐀шτఛਅဉ˗
ϢĂྭᇨҼτណࠍโીĂహ໑̊τဉ
ᕌڑఌă
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3:2 yet you hate what is right,
and love what is wrong.
You tear off my people’s skin,
and rip the flesh from their bones.
3:3 You devour my people’s flesh,
strip off their skin,
and crush their bones.
You chop them up like flesh in a pot—
like meat in a kettle.
3:4 Someday these sinners will cry to the LORD for
help,
but he will not answer them.
He will hide his face from them at that time,
because they have done such wicked deeds.”
3:5 This is what the LORD says:

“The prophets who mislead my people
are as good as dead.
If someone gives them enough to eat,
they offer an oracle of peace.
But if someone does not give them food,
they are ready to declare war on him.
3:6 Therefore night will fall, and you will receive no
visions;
it will grow dark, and you will no longer be able to
read the omens.
The sun will set on these prophets,
and the daylight will turn to darkness over their
heads.
3:7 The prophets will be ashamed;
the omen readers will be humiliated.
All of them will cover their mouths,
for they will receive no divine oracles.”
3:8 But I am full of the courage that the LORD’s

Spirit gives,
and have a strong commitment to justice.
This enables me to confront Jacob with its rebellion,
and Israel with its sin.
3:9 Listen to this, you leaders of the family of Jacob,
you rulers of the nation of Israel!
You hate justice
and pervert all that is right.
3:10 You build Zion through bloody deeds,
Jerusalem through violent deeds of injustice.
3:11 Her leaders take bribes when they decide legal
cases,
her priests teach for profit,
and her prophets read omens for pay.
Yet they claim to trust the LORD and say,
“The LORD is among us.
Disaster will not come upon us!”
3:12 Therefore, because of you, Zion will be plowed
up like a field,
Jerusalem will become a heap of ruins,
and the temple mount will become a hill overgrown
with brush!
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ΰౡ!
ྭᇨҼ͈ο̃͞ᓛ!
1

Ϗ̃͞ޡĂය໑̊τાϱĂͻ
ኛ̊Ăᓜ࿄ٹ༰ᑎĄ༰ϓోࢊ߸ᕨహ
̊ă

2

τѢదйϓ݇ؿĂᄱĂּቩĂԦࣆ൲
ය̊Ă؊อЦ! য়໑Ąτ
ྼାԦࣆĂԦࣆ˴ࢊҕྭĄЮࠍ
ᄳτΌٹ᐀шĂය֎ᄫĂτΌٹ
ྭᇨҼă

3

τгйϓ̙߈ҕᆵҾĂࠍᅇ͝ૺ
ᕜܦߎ؟ĄࣆࢊˤφїᐜĂԮ
ၿφїˤĄహ̘ᓜˤԼᑜ֣Ăࣆ
˴̘Вጮ௪ጻ֯ă

4

˟˟ోࢊӰгҊ̍ཫፗˬڌ܄ፗ
ˬĂ˟ភᑁĄహߎ༰̜යᏏ˽ᄱ
ă
༰ϓЦ؆̍য়Ш҂ҕĄԦࣆݑϕϕᅇᅇ
؆යԦࣆ! য়Ш҂ҕă

5

ОᙰޡೆᎷ!
6

යᄱĂ֣͞וԦτჷฯᎇჾĂ١ჷ
ఛᅀΌԦ٘ᘁڻĄ

7

Ԧτָᎇჾࠍድ౹̜ϓĂָᅀוᅇ͝
ࠍૺ̜ϓĄයࢊг᐀ш̊ҮͲڻ
ࣆĂଁ̪۠וϕᅇă

8

үహѾཎᄁĂ᐀шࣸ̊ݰĂĥࣦݰ
͚Ү̂̃Ħଁ݇ᝊߟĂವߎྭᇨҼϓ
ᝊĂĥϓࣦ͚Ү̂̃Ħτᕨᄂүă

9

நгүࠍҢ́ᓎིࣴĄু൬ԸҜүԛف
மᙰ˟્ĄߎЮү̙ภ՞ѢӕͲᆂĂү
Ꮥ˿ໜ˷˝ᆂă

10

᐀шϓࣸĂĥࣦ͚Ү̂̃Ħүࢊু൬Ӆ
౺ԛفமᙰ˟્ĄЮࠍүτଁݰ྅Ό
ּĂҜгϢ్Ăࣕͦ͏וΜĄг֣྅ࢊᄊ
ྊଽĂг֣྅යτଽү௱ᗒ̨ᇱ
͗ă

11

நгѢదйϓჷฯԼᑜүĂᄱĂᙷ᐀
шఛࠜѲĂᙷԦࣆᏏிውಠă

Better Days Ahead for Jerusalem
4:1 In the future the LORD’s temple mount will be the

most important mountain of all;
it will be more prominent than other hills.
People will stream to it,
4:2 and many nations will come, saying,
“Come on! Let’s go up to the LORD’s mountain,
to the temple of Jacob’s God,
so he can teach us his commands,
and we can live by his laws.”
For Zion will be the source of instruction,
and the LORD’s teachings will proceed from Jerusalem.
4:3 He will arbitrate between many peoples,
and mediate for many distant nations.
They will beat their swords into plowing implements,
and their spears into pruning tools.
Nations will not take up the sword against other nations,
and they will no longer train for war.
4:4 Each will sit under his own grapevine
or under his own fig tree without any fear.
The LORD who leads armies has decreed it.
4:5 Though all the nations follow their respective
gods,
we will follow the LORD our God forever.

Restoration Will Follow Crisis
4:6 “In that day,” says the LORD, “I will gather the

lame,
and assemble the outcasts whom I injured.
4:7 I will transform the lame into the nucleus of a
new nation,
and those far off into a mighty nation.
The LORD will reign over them on Mount Zion,
from that day forward and forevermore.”
4:8 As for you, watchtower for the flock,
fortress of Daughter Zion—
your former dominion will be restored,
the sovereignty that belongs to Daughter Jerusalem.
4:9 Jerusalem, why are you now shouting so loudly?
Has your king disappeared?
Has your wise leader been destroyed?
Is this why pain grips you as if you were a woman in
labor?
4:10 Twist and strain, Daughter Zion, as if you were
in labor!
For you will leave the city
and live in the open field.
You will go to Babylon,
but there you will be rescued.
There the LORD will deliver you
from the power of your enemies.
4:11 Many nations have now assembled against you.
They say, “Jerusalem must be desecrated,
so we can gloat over Zion!”
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13

ࣆྼ̘ۡݑයຌنĂ˴̘ڀϧ
ᚮ൩ĄჷฯࣆĂпဉԮϯॐჷוϯ
ಝ˗ᇸă
᐀шϓࣸĂĥϓࣦ͚Ү̂̃ĦּᏩ֏
ቩĄԦτָү֍їࠍᜟĂָүᏥїࠍ
ᅙăүτφ༣йϓĄࣆᚤᄂ
යĂࣆరᚤᄂ͆ˬă
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4:12 But they do not know what the LORD is plan-

ning;
they do not understand his strategy.
He has gathered them like stalks of grain at the
threshing floor.
4:13 “Get up and thresh, Daughter Zion!
For I will give you iron horns;
I will give you bronze hooves,
and you will pulverize many nations.”
You will devote to the LORD the spoils you take
from them,
and dedicate their wealth to the sovereign Ruler of
the whole earth.

̢ౡ!
1

їཎϓࣸĂĥϓࣦ͚Ү̂̃Ħநгүࢊ
ჷฯїรĄЮࠍ̨ᇱಚԼԦࣆĂࢊϠՆᑜ
φͼґДᆵҾۯᓙă

ӕͲּᓛድϓ૿!
2

ҰҿޭͼܟڰĂүгൗ́ኛ̇ࠍ̙ݰĂ
ּτѢ˗қଁү֣྅ΌּĂгͼґД̙
ࠍԦҮᝊĄॱ໙ଁϷΞĂଁ͈
ವѢă

3

යτͼґД˟ϸͽᇱ˟Ă۠ඇ֣ϟ
ம˟્ϟˬּ̃Ą֣ॠᝊۯĥࣦ͚Ү
ĦድԘ·τᕨͼוґД˟֣྅ă

4

τּĂࣄዪය́ਔĂ֬ය
! য়̜ШނᚐĂۍዲѾཎĄࣆ
ࢊшئҜĄЮࠍτ͞ಳ́Ă۠וв
ແă

5

హқτҮԦࣆοшă༉ֱ˟ชˡԦࣆ
вဨኸኻज໑ॠ࣎ĂԦࣆವϱ˚࣍
ۯۍĂˢ࣍ࢴᅲۗᑜă

6

ࣆτϠˤᆒ໐ᗻֱвွᐁв᙮
˽Ąֱ˟ชˡԦࣆвဨኸኻॠ࣎Ă
τଽԦࣆă

7

อЦድ౹˟τгйϓ̙Ăсଁ
ය֣྅ࢪˬᜧͩĂ˪сϞᐐࢪгਧˮĄ
̘Ꮴ˟˦Ă˴̘ඇ࣎ʹ˟̜ΐă

5:1 (4:14) But now slash yourself, daughter sur-

rounded by soldiers!
We are besieged!
With a scepter they strike Israel’s ruler
on the side of his face.

A King Will Come and a Remnant Will Prosper
5:2 (5:1) As for you, Bethlehem Ephrathah,
seemingly insignificant among the clans of Judah—
from you a king will emerge who will rule over Israel on my behalf,
one whose origins are in the distant past.
5:3 So the LORD will hand the people of Israel over
to their enemies
until the time when the woman in labor gives birth.
Then the rest of the king’s brothers will return
to be reunited with the people of Israel.
5:4 He will assume his position and shepherd the
people by the LORD’s strength,
by the sovereign authority of the LORD his God.
They will live in peace, for at that time he will be
honored
even in the distant regions of the earth.
5:5 He will give us peace.
When the Assyrians try to invade our land,
and attempt to set foot in our fortresses,
we will send against them seven shepherd-rulers,
make that eight commanders.
5:6 They will rule the land of Assyria with the
sword,
the land of Nimrod with a drawn sword.
Our king will rescue us from the Assyrians,
when they attempt to invade our land
and try to set foot in our territory.
5:7 Those survivors from Jacob will live
in the midst of many nations.
They will be like the dew the LORD sends,
like the rain on the grass,
that does not hope for men to come
or wait around for human beings to arrive.
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9

อЦድ౹˟τгййϓ̙Ăсڑภѹ
ᘘ̙̃Ă˪с͋ӳ̃гѾཎ̙ă
ࡵག࿄ವτኸኻᇦĂ˟ଽă

ᙷү͗ᓜĂ࿄ᇱ˟ăᙷү̨ᇱో
ఛખੴă

! য়τሑஏҊ̍̃ϓ!
10

යᄱĂ֣͞וĂԦτଁү̙ภખੴ
̼Ă໐ᗻ֗ዂĂ

11

˴ τ ଁ ү  ̙ ੴ ໜ  ֟ ݰĂ ٴ໐ ˗ ̶ ܱ 
ᅩĂ
12 ˪τੴପү̙͗֡ఘĄү֣྅˴̘ВѢ
Ι˩ă
13

Ԧτଁү̙ภੴໜᐍבઉဉߖဉĂү
ವ̘ВྰҊ̍͗٘ృă

14

Ԧ τ ଁ ү ̙ ภ ٤ Ό ͡ ઉ Ă˪ ໐ ໜ ү ݰ 
֟ă

15

Ԧ˴τгޣই̙ޣهЧ֣̘ଁД
߈ಠă
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5:8 Those survivors from Jacob will live among the

nations,
in the midst of many peoples.
They will be like a lion among the animals of the
forest,
like a young lion among the flocks of sheep,
which, when it passes through, attacks
and rips its prey, and can’t be stopped.
5:9 Lift your hand triumphantly against your adversaries;
may all your enemies be destroyed!

The Lord Will Purify His People
5:10 “In that day,” says the LORD,
“I will destroy your horses from your midst,
and smash your chariots.
5:11 I will destroy the cities of your land,
and tear down all your fortresses.
5:12 I will remove the magic charms from your
hands,
and you will no longer have omen readers living
among you.
5:13 I will remove your idols and sacred pillars from
your midst;
you will no longer worship what your own hands
made.
5:14 I will uproot your images of Asherah from your
midst,
and destroy your idols.
5:15 I will angrily seek vengeance
on the nations that do not obey me.”

̰ౡ!
! য়ಇॅ̲ཌ̘ࢊՏைۤ!
1

ͼґД˟ࣸĂ༉යྕăࢊּЧ
̊ᑎۊĂָౖةүྕă

2

̊ᑎвϕ˲ܟૃॱĂࢊයۊ
ྕăЮࠍයࢊᄂѹؕۊĂᄂ
ͼґДۊኡă

3

ԦѹؕܟĂԦЧүҮ˝ࠣᆂăԦгࠣ
ᆂ֯ˮָүဓăүΝͼ၅Ԧᙊڀă
Ԧഄүଁः̓вᅲΌּĂଁҮεဈ̜च
ଽүĄԦ˴भᅊᇜҗĂֱࣕĂѻҿາ
гү݇ࢫҕă
ԦѹؕܟĂүࣆ༉نᇜ٩Ͳ͏ઘ٘ధ
Ꮥͦ͏̃ᜊЯඌྕĂ֬ү
ࣆଁ̥וܨПϤ٘࿂֯Ăпָүࣆۡ
ྼය̲ཌҮࠍă

4

5

The Lord Demands Justice, not Ritual
6:1 Listen to what the LORD says:
“Get up! Defend yourself before the mountains!
Present your case before the hills!”
6:2 (Hear the LORD’s accusation, you mountains,
you enduring foundations of the earth!
For the LORD has a case against his people;
he has a dispute with Israel.)
6:3 “My people, how have I wronged you?
How have I wearied you? Answer me!
6:4 Indeed, I brought you up from the land of Egypt,
I delivered you from that place of slavery.
I sent Moses, Aaron, and Miriam to lead you.
6:5 My people, recall how King Balak of Moab
planned to harm you,
and how Balaam son of Beor responded to him.
Recall how you journeyed from Shittim to Gilgal,
so you might acknowledge that the LORD has treated
you fairly.”
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ԦഇයĂгҋ! য়ࢫ݇ྰĂ༉
ᚤ ˮ ࠣ ᆂ  ă੍ Ν ᚤ ˗   Ͱ ᘗ ࠍ ⷔ ை
ᆂă

7

ය੍ಇॅ˻˻̲ѾĂٔߎ༰༰ڴ
ڪᆂăԦ੍ΝࠍҊ̍ཊ࿄ᚤԦ̃ܛ
ᆂăࠍ͔̙ཊೊᚤԦ֖٘ϟᆂă

8

ʹ˟ࣸĂය̎ϮүҢࠍඟăЧү
٘ࢊࠣߎᆂăΩࢊүҕ̲ཌĂпᇓ
ᇔĂфᓼ͔מĂᄂү !য়Сҕă

9

  ය Ч హ  ױ ݰΧ Ăഁ ᇉ ˟ τ ຯ ࠥ  
ШĄүࣆ༉ߎአࠀ؟ЕՆᘁჲă

10

ೊ˟च̙̘̩Ѣܦཌ̜ĂΝೊ̾̇
͛ᆂă

11

ԦࡵϠ̘̲ྼ͆οᝂ̙ྗڰቄĂ
੍Νვࠍሑă
12 ݰ྅ರ͖႔ҕૺᇶĂئ̙ϓ˴ᄱᓾ
֎Ă˽̙ҍᐜߎྗă
13

ЮѨĂԦᑜφүĂָү๊வࠣࢥĄָү
Юүཊೊਢୱă
14 үࢊಘĂݑಘ̘Ąүळτផгү̙
ภĄүτॖΜĂ૿̘ݑଽ᜔Ą٘ଽ᜔Ă
Ԧτϸඛˤᆒă
15

үτᇨĂ૿̘ݑћĄᏩፘះĂ૿̘ݑ
ڴٟ֖ĄᏩཫĂ૿̘ݑ੦಄Ą

16

ЮࠍүцາҿೊడĂҕֱݢच˗̶٘ҕ
ĂีଁࣆࢌᏕĄЮѨĂԦτָүਢ
ୱĂָүئϓ˟৮Ąүࣆ˴τፈ༉
Ԧϓ௦ă
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6:6 With what should I enter the LORD’s presence?
With what should I bow before the sovereign God?
Should I enter his presence with burnt offerings,
with year-old calves?
6:7 Will the LORD accept a thousand rams,
or ten thousand streams of olive oil?
Should I give him my firstborn child as payment for
my rebellion,
my own flesh and blood descendant for my sin?
6:8 He has told you, O man, what is proper,
and what the LORD really wants from you:
He wants you to promote justice, to be faithful,
and to live obediently before your God.
6:9 Listen! The LORD is calling to the city
(It is wise to respect your authority!)
Listen, O nation, and those assembled in the city!
6:10 “I will not overlook, O sinful house, the dishon-

est gain you have hoarded away,
or the smaller-than-standard measure I hate so much.
6:11 I do not condone the use of rigged scales,
or a bag of deceptive weights.
6:12 The city’s rich men think nothing of resorting to
violence;
her inhabitants lie,
their tongues speak deceptive words.
6:13 I will strike you brutally
and destroy you because of your sin.
6:14 You will eat, but not be satisfied.
Even if you have the strength to overtake some prey,
you will not be able to carry it away;
if you do happen to carry away something, I will deliver it over to the sword.
6:15 You will plant crops, but will not harvest them;
you will squeeze oil from the olives, but you will
have no oil to rub on your bodies;
you will squeeze juice from the grapes, but you will
have no wine to drink.
6:16 You implement the regulations of Omri,
and all the practices of Ahab’s dynasty;
you follow their policies.
Therefore I will make you an appalling sight,
the city’s inhabitants will be taunted derisively,
and nations will mock all of you.”

˚ౡ!
ᑒࠍൗ́ཊݕယ!
1

ݘݕăԦĥٔͼґДĦпဉअ͆̃ڌ
̎ఛћႼĂ˪ဉၠ˝ཫ٘౹ˬĄ՞Ѣ
˗ବΝಘĄԦ͔ཌྷᇌሡڌ܄Ą

Micah Laments Judah’s Sin
7:1 I am depressed!
Indeed, it’s as if the summer fruit has been gathered,
and the grapes have been harvested.
There is no grape cluster to eat,
no fresh figs that I crave so much.
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2

вˮਲ਼ྔ˟ໜႼĂʹภ՞Ѣϑ۠˟ĄЦ˟
ंЃࢊ୬˟߸ҔĄోϠყᘱᕶףԘ·ă

3

ࣆᗔ͗ҮೊĄӕͲޠଏࢫĂᆵҾྥࢊؠ
ྨĄқ̵́УΌೊຌĄోقѨඔᓐҕ
ೊă

4

ࣆпĂ̘࿄ߎ⧈㌟Ąϑ۠Ă̘
࿄ߎਤഋ៉৭ăүцۯᄱࢪჲ̎̃͞
གּוĄࣆτᕗโ̘шă

5

̘ࢊࣄᏤዏۼĄ̘ࢊܪዪ͂ĄࢊцҜү
˽Ă̘ࢊЧүᘂ̙،ᗞᄱă

6

Юࠍ̃ᖡේͬᏏĂ̂Ԩ٠ϒᏏĂ્
Ԩ ٠   Ą ˟  ̨ ᇱ Ăವ ߎ Ҋ ̍ च ྅ 
˟ă

7

ҋٹԦĂԦࢊЇයĂࢊඇ֣࣎ଽԦ
 !য়ĄԦ !য়τᑔ̮Ԧă

ྭᇨҼτᄊଽ!
8

9

Ԧ̨ᇱܟĂ̘ࢊЧԦྑᚸĄԦᔴࣅĂ
ࢊݑּĄԦᔴӰгแາ྅ĂයݑҮ
ԦЌă
ԦࢊԠץයೖޣĄЮԦ૿ཊ˝Ą
۠ඇࠍԦᏯإĂࠍԦҨࣘĄτᅲԦו
Ќ̙ڀĂԦτ૿̲ཌă

10

֣ ॠ Ԧ  ̨ ᇱ Ă ವ ߎ ഄ ၅ Ԧ ᄱ   ය ү!
য়г֣྅Ă˗࠺హ֯Ăವఛ௦ບዋ
ᄎĄԦτᏏிውಠĄτఛኸኻĂс
Сˮ˾کă

11

ͼґДܟẴ͞τוĂүᒑݮτࢥ࣑Ą
֣͞וүဨࠦτพढĂĥٔҮτๆ
וᅇ͝Ħ

ඔՀᘣӗ!
12

༉֣͞Ă˟τଁֱĂଁः̓֟ݰĂଁ
ः̓ڪ́וĂଁహও֣וওĂଁహ֣̊ו
̊Ăోᕨוүహ྅ă

13

҂ĂహвЮئϓበ߆Ă˪Юࣆҕ֯
ඔڌĂτਢୱă
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7:2 Faithful men have disappeared from the land;
there are no godly men left.
They all wait in ambush so they can shed blood;
they hunt their own brother with a net.
7:3 They are determined to be experts at doing evil;
government officials and judges take bribes,
prominent men make demands, and they all do what
is necessary to satisfy them.
7:4 The best of them is like a thorn;
the most godly among them are more dangerous
than a row of thorn bushes.
The day you try to avoid by posting watchmen, your
appointed time of punishment, is on the way,
and then you will experience confusion.
7:5 Do not rely on a friend;
do not trust a companion!
Don’t even share secrets with the one who lies in
your arms!
7:6 For a son thinks his father is a fool,
a daughter challenges her mother,
and a daughter-in-law her mother-in-law;
a man’s enemies are his own servants.
7:7 But I will keep watching for the LORD;
I will wait for the God who delivers me.
My God will hear my lament.

Jerusalem Will Be Vindicated
7:8 My enemies, do not gloat over me!
Though I have fallen, I will get up.
Though I sit in darkness, the LORD will be my light.
7:9 I will endure the LORD’s anger,
for I have sinned against him.
But then he will defend my cause,
and accomplish justice on my behalf.
He will lead me out into the light;
I will experience firsthand his deliverance.
7:10 When my enemies see this, they will be covered
with shame.
They say to me, “Where is the LORD your God?”
I will gloat over them.
Then they will be trampled down
like mud in the streets.
7:11 It will be a day for rebuilding your walls;
in that day your boundary will be extended.

A Closing Prayer
7:12 In that day people will come to you
from Assyria as far as Egypt,
from Egypt as far as the Euphrates River,
from the seacoasts,
and the mountains.
7:13 The earth will become desolate
because of what its inhabitants have done.
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Տයг̊ፗ̙ڑĂϠүՆۍ
ٷүئϓĂವߎүமຼѾཎăՏү
ञࣆг͏ࠝૃД૿ࢳێĂဉΞॠ˗
ᇸă

15

යᄱĂԦࢊԮ؇֯ផඛࣆ࠺Ăпဉ
Όः̓вॠ࣎˗ᇸă

16

Д࠺హ֯ĂವτࠍҊ̍๔˦ၛບĄ
ࣆτϠ͗ॏ˽Ă̘҄ă

17

ࣆτྕ˾сఎĂ˪с˾̙ཚҕێĂጻ
ጻဎဎΌࣆᒈ၁ĄࣆτጻᛴԷࢪ
යĂ˴τЮԦࣆ !য়҂ᛴَă

18

! য়ܟĂѢҢয়ဉүĂఴҹཊᚕĂᛜऻү
மຼ̜ድϓཊ࿄Ą̘ϕᅇᘂޣĂಇຐ߈
ऽă

19

τВᇓᇔԦࣆĂԦࣆཊᚕኻгམˬĂ
˪Ԧࣆ̶˗ཊԷٹওă

20

үτΞॠᄯᑔదԦࣆДྕĂЧอ
Ц൳ྔ၀ĂЧֱҰٚր߈ຍຐă
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7:14 Shepherd your people with your shepherd’s rod,
the flock that belongs to you,
the one that lives alone in a thicket,
in the midst of a pastureland.
Allow them to graze in Bashan and Gilead,
as they did in the old days.
7:15 “As in the days when you departed from the
land of Egypt,
I will show you miraculous deeds.”
7:16 Nations will see this and be disappointed by all
their strength,
they will put their hands over their mouths,
and act as if they were deaf.
7:17 They will lick the dust like a snake,
like serpents crawling on the ground.
They will come trembling from their strongholds
to the LORD our God;
they will be terrified of you.
7:18 There is no other God like you!
You forgive sin
and pardon the rebellion
of those who remain among your people.
You do not remain angry forever,
but delight in showing loyal love.
7:19 You will once again have mercy on us;
you will conquer our evil deeds;
you will throw our sins into the depths of the sea.
7:20 You will be loyal to Jacob
and extend your loyal love to Abraham,
which you promised on oath to our ancestors
in ancient times.

